Recent evidence suggests that transcript elongation by RNA polymerase II (RNAPII) is regulated by mechanical cues affecting the entry into, and exit from, transcriptionally inactive states, including pausing and arrest. We present a single-molecule opticaltrapping study of the interactions of RNAPII with transcription elongation factors TFIIS and TFIIF, which affect these processes. By monitoring the response of elongation complexes containing RNAPII and combinations of TFIIF and TFIIS to controlled mechanical loads, we find that both transcription factors are independently capable of restoring arrested RNAPII to productive elongation. TFIIS, in addition to its established role in promoting transcript cleavage, is found to relieve arrest by a second, cleavage-independent mechanism. TFIIF synergistically enhances some, but not all, of the activities of TFIIS. These studies also uncovered unexpected insights into the mechanisms underlying transient pauses. The direct visualization of pauses at near-base-pair resolution, together with the load dependence of the pause-entry phase, suggests that two distinct mechanisms may be at play: backtracking under forces that hinder transcription and a backtrack-independent activity under assisting loads. The measured pause lifetime distributions are inconsistent with prevailing views of backtracking as a purely diffusive process, suggesting instead that the extent of backtracking may be modulated by mechanisms intrinsic to RNAPII. Pauses triggered by inosine triphosphate misincorporation led to backtracking, even under assisting loads, and their lifetimes were reduced by TFIIS, particularly when aided by TFIIF. Overall, these experiments provide additional insights into how obstacles to transcription may be overcome by the concerted actions of multiple accessory factors.
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Pol II | optical tweezers | optical trap T he expression of most genes is carefully regulated at the level of transcription. As a consequence, RNA polymerase II (RNAPII)-the enzyme responsible for mRNA synthesis in eukaryotic organisms-is at the nexus of an exquisite network of regulatory pathways, many of which are controlled by transcription factors. The control pathways associated with RNAPII recruitment to, and initiation at, promoter sites have been studied extensively (1) , but it has become increasingly clear that significant regulatory activity also occurs during postinitiation steps and, in particular, at the level of transcript elongation (2) .
Productive transcript elongation (3) (4) (5) is characterized by periods of unidirectional motion by RNAPII along the DNA template, adding one nucleotide at a time to the growing RNA transcript. Elongation-both in vitro in highly purified systems (6, 7) and in vivo (8, 9) -is frequently interrupted by transcriptional pauses, at least some fraction of which are associated with enzyme backtracking, a process by which RNAPII reverses its normal direction of motion and moves upstream on the template (6, 7) . Entry into backtracked states appears to confer a high degree of force sensitivity to elongating RNAPII molecules (7) that likely governs their response to physical obstacles encountered in vivo, including nucleosomes and other DNA-binding proteins (8, 10) , signals in the underlying template sequence, and multiple RNAPII molecules transcribing the same gene simultaneously (11) . Long-lifetime pauses can supply regulatory mechanisms that poise genes for rapid induction (9) , control the expression of alternatively spliced protein isoforms (12, 13) , couple transcription to other RNA-processing events, and implement epigenetic control mechanisms by the interactions of RNAPII with modified histones (2) and methylated DNA (13) .
Paused elongation complexes are targeted by transcription factors, including TFIIS and TFIIF. These factors are believed to work in concert to enhance the efficiency of productive elongation (14) (15) (16) (17) . TFIIS is known to enhance the intrinsic endonucleolytic cleavage activity of RNAPII, leaving a fresh 3′ end of the RNA aligned with the active site, which allows transcription to resume after any backtracking and facilitates multiple attempts to overcome transcriptional barriers (7, 10, 18, 19) . Transcript cleavage in response to nucleotide misincorporation may also play a role in maintaining fidelity (20, 21) , although evidence for the relevance of this activity in vivo is conflicting (22, 23) . Transcription factor TFIIF, in addition to its essential function as an initiation factor, is thought to continue interacting at least transiently with RNAPII throughout the elongation phase. In vitro, TFIIF has been shown to contribute to the efficiency of the very earliest stages of elongation (24) (25) (26) and to stimulate overall transcription rates (15, 27, 28) , at least in part by suppressing pauses. In vivo, TFIIF appears to predominantly associate with RNAPII in promoter-proximal regions (29, 30) , although there is evidence for interactions in the late stages of elongation as well (31) . Structural characterization
Significance
In higher organisms, DNA is bound to proteins and tightly packed within the nucleus, leaving only certain regions accessible for gene expression. As the enzyme RNA polymerase II (RNAPII) travels along the DNA template synthesizing RNA, it must contend with forces generated by various obstacles, and some of these forces are known to produce transient pausing and even transcriptional arrest. How do organisms deal with such problems? Using optical-trapping technology, we performed a single-molecule study of RNAPII interactions with transcription factors TFIIS and TFIIF, which are involved in modulating and regulating transcriptional elongation. By applying controlled loads to RNAPII and combinations of these factors, we learned about the mechanisms by which pausing and arrest are overcome. suggests that TFIIF binds to the periphery of RNAPII, where it may interact with DNA entering the main channel (32) (33) (34) and stimulate the opening of the downstream end of the transcription bubble (35) without apparent access to the active site. Consequently, TFIIF is thought to exert its effects indirectly, by inducing as-yet-uncharacterized conformational changes in RNAPII.
Here, we present a single-molecule optical-trapping study of the roles of TFIIS and TFIIF in transcript elongation by RNAPII. Individual elongation complexes containing RNAPII, alone or in conjunction with TFIIF and/or TFIIS, were monitored in real time at near-base-pair resolution as controlled mechanical loads were applied between the DNA template and the complexes, biasing their motions to favor forward elongation (assisting load) or pausing and arrest pathways (hindering load).
Results

TFIIF and TFIIS Reactivate Arrested RNAPII by Three Distinct
Mechanisms. To probe the effects of the factors on RNAPII under conditions favoring pausing and arrest, we measured transcription against increasing hindering loads (Fig. 1A) , stepping up the force after every ∼200 base pairs (bp) transcribed (Fig. 1B) .
Both isolated RNAPII molecules and stable RNAPII·TFIIF complexes (36, 37) were probed; TFIIS was added as indicated. Transcriptional arrest, operationally defined as an event in which a previously transcribing enzyme stalled and no significant net forward translocation occurred over a period of ∼300 s, was consistently observed at hindering loads in the −5 to −20 pN range (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 ). The high-resolution data reveal the entry process into the arrested state in previously unattainable detail. As seen in Fig. 1B and quantified in SI Appendix, Fig. S2 , entry into this state typically corresponded to a single, large backtracking event (∼5-15 bp) that distinguished it from transient pausing, which, by contrast, displayed a more limited degree of backtracking. In the absence of added factors, arrested molecules of RNAPII remained transcriptionally inactive, even after the force was lowered (after ∼300 s) to −2 pN, a value that is readily overcome by elongating RNAPII complexes.
Subsequent to this force-induced arrest, two characteristic activities were observed that were factor-dependent ( Fig. 1 C-E) .
In "backtrack-and-rescue" events, RNAPII recovered from a large backtrack-one that would otherwise lead to arrest in the absence of factors-and resumed forward elongation under continued (high) hindering loads (red and green arrows). In "low-force restart" events, elongation resumed only after the force had been dropped (black arrows). The following evidence suggests that these activities arise from distinct reactivation mechanisms. Lowforce restart was found to be strictly factor-dependent ( Fig. 1D ) and stimulated by both TFIIF and WT TFIIS, with additive effects exerted by TFIIF and WT TFIIS. Interestingly, low-force restart could be stimulated, and at similar levels, both by WT TFIIS and a cleavage-defective mutant, TFIIS Δ2-146 E291H (henceforth called TFIISΔN mut ) (38, 39) . These findings imply that the restart mechanism is independent of any TFIIS-catalyzed transcript cleavage. We note that cleavage-independent reactivation would require significant forward translocation, to reverse any backtracking and restore the transcript 3′ end to the active site, and that such a motion is strongly disfavored by hindering loads. Consistent with the foregoing, TFIISΔN mut failed to trigger any discernible recovery activity under high hindering loads (SI Appendix, Fig. S3) . Together, the evidence shows that either TFIIS or TFIIF can promote low-force restart independently and that neither of the two mechanisms involved requires transcript cleavage. Backtrack-and-rescue events (Fig. 1E) , by contrast, were observed at low baseline levels for RNAPII alone, and these were strongly stimulated by WT TFIIS, but not by TFIIF or TFIISΔN mut . These data suggest that backtrack-and-rescue strictly requires cleavage promoted by TFIIS. We note that cleavage-mediated transcript rescue bypasses the need for forward translocation to reverse any prior backtracking, hence remaining a possibility even under high hindering loads. Backtrack-and-rescue therefore constitutes a third reactivation mechanism, distinct from the other two, which both facilitate low-force restart. TFIIF, when present, synergistically enhanced the backtrack-and-rescue activity of WT TFIIS, but not that of the fully cleavage-competent, N-terminal truncation mutant TFIIS Δ2-146 (henceforth called TFIISΔN) in which domain I was deleted (38) , suggesting that domain I, the role of which is only poorly understood, is likely required for this effect. A defined interaction between TFIIF and TFIIS domain I has recently been established by cross-linking experiments (34) .
The most dramatic effects on RNAPII elongation under high loads were observed when TFIIS and TFIIF were present simultaneously ( Fig. 1 C-E and SI Appendix, Figs. S4 and S5). This synergy is compatible with an enhanced recruitment, or stabilization, of WT TFIIS in the elongation complex by its interaction with TFIIF. Under such conditions, a fraction of molecules was observed to cycle between bursts of forward transcription and periods of processive backtracking, often extending over hundreds of seconds and without any appreciable (net) forward translocation. This behavior is broadly consistent with a previous report of the action of TFIISΔN on elongating RNAPII (7). There, TFIISΔN produced an increase in the average force required to halt RNAPII (the stall force), together with a bimodal stall force distribution, which was interpreted in terms of both TFIIS-bound and -unbound subpopulations. In our work, by contrast, none of the transcription factor combinations altered the RNAPII stall force significantly (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 ). The difference may be attributable to the higher stall force observed here for RNAPII alone: −9.8 ± 0.6 pN, compared with −7.4 ± 2.0 pN reported in ref. 7 . However, the average stall forces for RNAPII with WT TFIIS (−10.1 ± 0.6 pN) and RNAPII with TFIISΔN (−10.2 ± 0.5 pN) measured here agree well with the weighted-average stall force (−10.5 ± 2 pN) of the putative TFIIS-bound and -unbound populations reported in ref. 7 . In our hands, therefore, the transcription factors did not enhance the force-production capability of RNAPII. Instead, the factors served to suppress arrests and to retain the enzyme in a transcriptionally competent state for extended periods. Maintaining this state may be important for overcoming barriers in vivo, including sequence-specific DNA-binding proteins, which transiently dissociate, or nucleosomes, which transiently unravel in a manner that permits transcription (40) .
RNAPII Elongation and Pausing Under Assisting and Hindering Loads.
We examined the effects of TFIIS and TFIIF on pause production and elongation rate under controlled loads (Fig. 2) . Over a range of forces that we estimate to be comparable to those experienced in vivo (+5 to −5 pN), the (pause-free) velocity dropped from 23 bp/s under high assisting loads to 14 bp/s under high hindering loads. Concomitantly, the pause density rose sharply, from a nearly force-independent level of ∼1.5 kb −1 under assisting load to ∼15 kb −1 under hindering load. The experimental data (Fig. 2) could be fit by a two-state Boltzmann expression, which relates the enzyme translocation register (i.e., the position of the RNAPII active site relative to the template nucleotide of DNA) to the force, and a Michaelis-Menten expression, which relates the enzyme velocity to the nucleoside triphosphate (NTP) concentration (SI Appendix). Fixing the shift in the translocation register to 1 bp, corresponding to a shuttling motion between the pre-and posttranslocated states of RNAPII (41), gave reasonable fits to the data (Fig. 2 A and B) . Slightly better fits could be obtained by allowing this parameter to assume the larger value of 1.16 nm (∼3.4 bp) (SI Appendix, Fig.  S6 ), which would imply larger-scale enzyme motions. SI Appendix, Fig. S7 shows a possible pathway for RNAPII elongation and pausing that is consistent with our data.
Neither the addition of TFIIS nor TFIIF exerted strong effects on the elongation velocity at saturating NTP concentrations (Fig. 2) , suggesting that these factors do not influence any ratelimiting steps that may be associated with, say, phosphodiester bond formation or pyrophosphate release. At subsaturating NTP concentrations, however, TFIIF exerted a mild stimulatory effect on NTP binding, which could be seen most clearly in the 75 μM data of Fig. 2A (K D = 29 ± 5 μM for RNAPII·TFIIF vs. 72 ± 9 μM for RNAPII), possibly by facilitating NTP entry into the enzyme active site.
RNAPII Exhibits both Backtracked and Backtrack-Independent Pause
Mechanisms. Together, the load dependence of the pause density and the averaged template position during pause entry (Fig. 2  B-D) suggest that elongation is associated with more than one pause mechanism. Under assisting loads, records of the average template position displayed no statistically significant evidence of enzyme backtracking beyond the ∼1-bp noise level. This observation, together with the independence of a baseline pause density on external load in the assisting-load regime, is fully consistent with a backtracking-independent mechanism for pausing. Under hindering loads, by contrast, records of the average template position showed significant backtracking (∼2-10 bp), and the pause density displayed a strong force dependence. Moreover, the extent of backtracking at pause entry correlated with the pause duration: Short pauses (<20 s) were associated with limited backtracking (∼1-2 bp), whereas long pauses (>20 s) were entered, on average, through longer backtracks (∼3-8 bp). Transcriptional arrests, in which no recovery to the elongation phase was scored, arose from significantly greater backtracks (approximately ≥10 bp). These results contrast strikingly with bacterial RNAP from Escherichia coli, where the most common transcriptional pauses, appearing at a density of 1 per 100 bp, are not backtracked and occur at a rate that is nearly independent of the load (42) .
Normalized distributions of the pause lifetimes for RNAPII, obtained in the presence and absence of transcription factors, were approximately linear in log-log plots (Fig. 2E and SI Appendix, Fig. S8 ), implying that pause durations can be approximated by a simple power law, P(t) ∼ t −p , where P(t) is the associated probability, t is the lifetime, and p is a power-law exponent. Fits to our data yielded estimates for this exponent ranging from 1.8 to 2.8. A theory that assumes that backtracking is the only mechanism responsible for pausing, and which models backtracking as a diffusive process involving a random walk over the array of backtracked bases on the template, predicts that the asymptotic behavior of the distribution at long times should decay no faster than t −3/2 , namely, with p = 1.5 (7, 43) . Pause lifetimes determined under assisting loads yielded a significantly steeper power-law exponent, p ∼ 2.8 ± 0.4, and likely reflect an additional mechanism for pausing that is not purely diffusive. We also note that lifetime distributions can be fit to other functional forms at comparable levels of statistical significance, including sums of multiple exponentials (SI Appendix, Fig. S8 ). The latter functions correspond to the distributions generated by conventional biochemical kinetic models-i.e., by discrete states connected by reaction rates (6, 42) . Distinguishing theoretical models for pausing solely on the basis of the shapes of their lifetime distributions is problematic. In particular, the models that have been proposed differ mainly in their asymptotic behavior at long times, where the experimental statistics are poor. Moreover, in this regime, long-lifetime pauses become difficult to distinguish from transcriptional arrests, which can be generated by altogether different mechanisms.
TFIIS Facilitates Entry into, but Not Exit from, Backtracked Pauses. In the presence of WT TFIIS, the density of backtracked pauses was enhanced under hindering loads (Fig. 2B) , i.e., TFIIS facilitated entry into backtracked states. Pauses under assisting loads, by contrast, were not strongly influenced. The lifetimes under hindering loads (Fig. 2E) showed that TFIIS enhanced the density of pauses of >2 s, but apparently not that of shorter pauses. TFIIS did not significantly alter the power-law exponent for pause lifetimes, however. This finding seemingly runs contrary to the expectation that TFIIS-induced cleavage of backtracked RNA might contribute to a specific reduction of longer pauses. The records of averaged position at pause entry (SI Appendix, Fig. S9 ) indicate that TFIIS limited the extent and velocity of backtracking for long pauses (>20 s) and arrests, a finding that is consistent with a predicted steric clash between backtracked RNA and TFIIS in the RNAPII funnel (38, 44) .
Effects of TFIIS and TFIIF Probed by ITP Misincorporation. Conditions favoring nucleotide misincorporation can serve as a testbed for studying factor interactions. We examined the effect of 0.4 mM inosine triphosphate (ITP), a nucleotide analog that partially mimics GTP. Following ITP misincorporation, the rate of nextnucleotide addition slows substantially, leading to pausing and backtracking (6, 41) . Misincorporation-induced pausing facilitates cleavage of the backtracked RNA fragment, either through the slow, intrinsic endonucleolytic capability of RNAPII or, when present, by faster TFIIS-induced cleavage. Removal of the RNA fragment containing the misincorporated base constitutes a mechanism for error correction. Fig. 3 shows the effects of TFIIS and TFIIF on elongation under assisting loads, which minimize the background of misincorporation-independent pauses. (Experiments conducted under hindering loads confirm the same conclusions; SI Appendix, Fig. S10 .) In agreement with earlier studies (6, 41) , ITP increased the density and duration of pauses while leaving the pause-free velocity nearly unchanged [ Fig. 3A ; the minor reduction in the pause-free elongation velocity is likely due to an increase in pauses that are too short (<1 s) to be detected in our assays]. When WT TFIIS was added to RNAPII·TFIIF complexes in the presence of ITP, pause density and mean duration were restored to levels observed without ITP, whereas the addition of TFIIS in the absence of TFIIF led to only a slight reduction in the mean duration.
These results are notable in two ways. First, they support a model whereby WT TFIIS selectively recognizes and suppresses ITP-induced pauses while leaving other types of pause largely unaffected. Averaged records of position at pause entry acquired under assisting loads (SI Appendix, Fig. S11 ), while at the limit of our spatial resolution, suggest that RNAPII may backtrack by ∼1 bp after pausing due to ITP misincorporation, but not in the absence of ITP. Second, the efficient removal by TFIIS of even the shortest observable ITP-induced pauses clearly requires access by this factor to the enzyme active site on 
P(t) = A t -p
Normalized number of pauses a short timescale (∼1 s or less). The rapid response of backtracked RNAPII to TFIIS produced by misincorporation events stands in stark contrast to the apparent inability of this same factor to rescue backtracked pauses induced by hindering loads on similarly fast timescales, irrespective of the presence of TFIIF ( Fig. 2E ; see also Fig. 1C and SI Appendix, Fig. S5 ).
Discussion
Long-lifetime pauses for RNAPII, as well as transcriptional arrests, are countered by specific responses, mediated both independently and synergistically by TFIIS and TFIIF. Their molecular mechanisms do not appear to confer the capacity to override any mechanical regulatory signals, but, rather, serve to render transcription more persistent overall by preserving RNAPII in a transcriptionally competent state during extended periods of pausing, from which elongation can eventually resume once mechanical barriers are reduced or removed. Two distinct pause mechanisms for RNAPII, one backtracked and the other backtrack-independent, are revealed by this work. This dichotomy has been a source of some controversy (7, 43) . TFIIS stimulates entry into backtracked pauses, an effect that has been observed in past biochemical studies of metazoan TFIIS (15) and of a cleavage-incompetent yeast TFIIS mutant (45) . Backtrack-independent pauses, by contrast, are not strongly modulated-and perhaps even reduced slightly-by TFIIS.
The observed distributions for pause lifetimes, and the modulatory effects found here for TFIIF and TFIIS, do not appear to fully support the notion that enzyme backtracking follows a random walk, but may instead be modulated by mechanisms intrinsic to RNAPII. Candidate mechanisms have been identified in recent structural work (44) . A "gating tyrosine" residue was found to contact the 3′ end of backtracked RNA, facilitating a 1-bp motion upstream, but restricting any further backtracking. When backtracked RNA manages to bypass this tyrosine, however, a more substantially backtracked state (∼8-bp) could be stabilized, in principle, by additional interactions between the backtracked RNA and amino acid residues that form a "backtrack site" in the RNAPII pore and funnel. These residues are highly conserved among eukaryotes but have no clear homologs in bacterial RNAP. In the presence of TFIIS, structural work (44) suggests that for long backtracks, a steric clash between RNA and TFIIS occurs inside the funnel, in which TFIIS weakens the grip of RNAPII on backtracked RNA and displaces the RNA, through competitive binding to the backtrack site. This activity does not require transcript cleavage and therefore provides a mechanism for transcriptional restart at low forces, as observed here. Additional cleavage-independent effects of TFIIS have been reported, in which TFIIS was identified as a component of preinitiation complexes (PICs) (1), stimulating PIC assembly in a cleavage-independent manner in vitro (46) and in vivo (47, 48) .
Strong stimulatory effects of metazoan TFIIF on overall rates of RNA synthesis have been reported (27, 49, 50) and attributed to positive effects on catalytic rates and the suppression of pausing. No such reports exist for yeast TFIIF effects on elongation, however. Here, we find that yeast TFIIF, by contrast, does not affect the catalytic rate of RNAPII or its behavior on pause entry and exit. Instead, its effects seem limited to facilitating transcriptional restart from long-distance backtracks. The differences between metazoan and yeast TFIIF may reflect functional differences, or they may arise from the fact that in vitro assays using mammalian RNAPII (27, 49) , unlike yeast RNAPII (41), have not yet been able to achieve fast elongation rates that are comparable to those measured in vivo. Here, yeast TFIIF was found to exert a synergistic effect on TFIIS activity. We speculate that this interaction may be attributable to binding between TFIIF and TFIIS domain I, which recruits and stabilizes TFIIS in the elongation complex. In this context, we note that TFIIF specifically enhances the cleavage-dependent activities of TFIIS (backtrack-and-rescue and the removal of misincorporation pauses), whereas the cleavage-independent activity of TFIIS (low-force restart) remains unaffected.
Materials and Methods
A detailed description of materials and methods is given in SI Appendix, SI Materials and Methods.
Single-Molecule Optical-Trapping Assay. Biotinylated RNAPII or preformed RNAPII·TFIIF complexes from Saccharomyces cerevisiae (SI Appendix) were initiated on a DNA:RNA scaffold as described (41) . Individual RNAPII or RNAPII·TFIIF molecules were tethered to 0.60-μm diameter polystyrene beads by biotin-avidin linkages. To apply controlled loads assisting (or hindering) forward elongation, upstream (or downstream) DNA was attached to a second, 0.82-μm diameter bead, and the beads were captured by separate optical traps (5). Transcription was started by introducing 1 mM NTP unless otherwise indicated; 1 μM recombinant TFIIS was added where indicated.
Data Collection and Analysis. Records of position data were acquired and analyzed by using custom software as described (41) . Pause-free elongation velocities for single RNAPII molecules were determined by fitting experimental velocity distributions to a sum of two Gaussians (one centered around zero and corresponding to pausing; the other to active elongation) as described (42) . Pauses were identified and scored as described (6) . Records of elongation were boxcar-filtered at 0.5 s for display. For display purposes, small vertical artifacts (∼10 bp) associated with rapid template reequilibration when the force was stepped up or down were removed from the records in Fig. 1 and SI Appendix, Figs. S3 and S5. Transcriptional arrests were scored as events in which a previously transcribing enzyme stalled and no significant forward translocation occurred over a period of ≥300 s. Backtrack-and-rescue events were scored as events in which backtracking by ≥5 nm was recorded, followed by a transcriptional restart extending for ≥10 nm. Only events at forces jFj ≥ 5 pN were included for analysis. Low-force restart events were scored when, consequent to arrest (as defined above), the applied force was dropped to ∼2 pN, and a subsequent restart of transcription was observed within 100 s. Averaged position records were generated by aligning a series of individual traces with respect to the pause start time (event scored automatically; record alignments were adjusted manually in cases where the algorithm failed to identify the start). Pauses scored for forces jFj <5 pN, where thermal noise compromises the data quality, were not included in averaged position records. Pause distributions (Figs. 2 and 3 ) were normalized as follows: Histogram bin widths were allocated in increments of equal log(pause duration) to account for the rarity of longer pauses. The numbers of pauses per unit time were then computed for each bin and plotted.
Note. Subsequent to the online publication of a preliminary report of this work (51) , and as the present work was being prepared for publication, ref.
52 was published on a similar topic.
